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blanket design

MICKEY MOUSE PICNIC BACKPACK | 532-59-205-011-11
Insulated picnic cooler backpack with service for four. Includes four sets of
plates, plastic glasses, eating utensils, napkins, salt and pepper shakers, and
blanket. 20-can capacity. 13.5” x 8” x 16”
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To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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MICKEY MOUSE VISTA BLANKET | 821-00-206-011-11
Washable outdoor blanket that zips into a convenient carry tote. Has an adjustable strap
and an extra-large pocket on front of tote. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 12.8” x 16.5” x 2”
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MICKEY MOUSE LUNCH TOTE | 515-80-205-011-11
Insulated lunch cooler with service for one. Includes eating utensils,
napkin, and salt and pepper shakers. 8-can capacity. 10” x 6” x 6”

MICKEY MOUSE COOLER TOTE | 611-00-206-011-11
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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MICKEY MOUSE HEAD SHAPED CHEESE BOARD | 500-00-505-043-11
Mickey Mouse silhouette-shaped cheese board with three wood
and stainless steel cheese tools in pull-out drawer.
Made of rubberwood. 12.6” x 11.8” x 1.5”

MICKEY MOUSE CUTTING BOARD 14” | 499-00-505-013-11
Mickey Mouse shaped cheese board. Made of rubberwood. 14” x 11” x 0.75”

MICKEY MOUSE ICON | 910-00-505-013-11
Rectangular glass top cheese/cutting board with removable serving tray top
and full-tang stainless steel knife stored in board for convenience.
Made of rubberwood with dark bamboo rim, and 11” x 8.5” tempered glass.
Full size: 15.2” x 10” x 0.8”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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MICKEY MOUSE OTG LUNCH COOLER | 510-00-105-014-11
Lunch tote with cooler on the bottom made with wipeable materials,
a front flat zippered pocket, Has velcro straps on the side to increase
carry volume. 10” x 6” x 10.5”

OTG ROLL-TOP COOLER BACKPACK | 616-00-105-014-11
Fully insulated, water-resistant interior with 30-can capacity when rolled to insulated
section and 42-can capacity when fully unrolled. Padded, adjustable backpack straps
with bottle opener. Front accessories pocket. 12”x 6.5”x16”
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MICKEY MOUSE PRANZO | 512-80-175-014-11
Insulated picnic cooler with service for one. Separate hot and cold compartments.
8-can capacity. Includes napkin, flatware, and salt and pepper shakers.
Made of polyester. 12” x 8” x 11”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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MICKEY MOUSE TOPANGA | 619-00-100-014-11
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

MICKEY MOUSE PTX | 633-00-100-044-11
Insulated backpack cooler with 20-can capacity and water-resistant interior liner.
Features golf cart harness, five separate pockets, and a stretch cargo cord
for added storage. Made of polyester. 11” x 7” x 12.5”
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MICKEY MOUSE BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-100-014-11
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap. Made of
polyester fleece with water-resistant underside. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”

MICKEY MOUSE PORTABLE PICNIC TABLE | 811-00-175-015-11
Folding picnic table with four seats (maximum weight capacity, 250 lbs. per seat).
Made of ABS and PP plastic on an aluminum alloy frame.
Open: 54” x 34” x 25.8” Folded: 33.5” x 4” x 13”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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MICKEY MOUSE BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-406-014-11
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap. Made of
polyester fleece with water-resistant underside. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”
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MICKEY MOUSE OUTDOOR DIRECTOR’S CHAIR | 810-17-406-014-11
Folding chair with backpack straps, fold-out side table, side pocket/insulated beverage pocket.
Made of aluminum and steel with polyester canvas. Weight capacity, 300 lbs.
19.5” x 13.5” x 7.5”/32” Table: 11” x 14.5”

MICKEY MOUSE ADVENTURE WAGON | 739-00-679-014-11
Portable, folding utility wagon with heavy-duty wheels and telescopic handles. Folds
compactly. Includes fitted cover with carry handle. Made of 600D polyester with powder
coated steel frame. Maximum weight capacity, 225 lbs. 36” x 18” x 13”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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MICKEY MOUSE BILLBOARD SERVING TRAY | 911-01-505-014-11
Glass top cutting board with removable serving tray top.
Made of bamboo and tempered glass.
17.5” x 9.75” x 1”

MICKEY MOUSE MINI PORTABLE PICNIC TABLE | 843-00-141-014-11
Aluminum frame with MDS table top. Table folds in half and
has a carry handle. 23’’ x 15’’ x 10’’
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MICKEY MOUSE FAB 5 TOPANGA | 619-00-190-264-11
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

MICKEY MOUSE & PLUTO TOPANGA | 619-00-219-144-11
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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MICKEY MOUSE & MINNIE MOUSE COUNTRY BASKET | 138-00-211-114-11
Willow picnic basket with wooden split-lid design.
Includes removable polycotton liner.
17.5” x 13” x 8”/14”

MICKEY MOUSE AND MINNIE MOUSE ACACIA BRIE |

879-03-512-093-11

Circular cheese/cutting board and three stainless steel cheese tools
with wooden handles. Board swivels open to reveal tools. Made of acacia.
7.5” diameter x 1.2”

MICKEY MOUSE LAZY SUSAN | 827-18-513-023-11
Rotating serving tray with 1” wide chalkboard rim.
Made of Acacia wood 18” diameter. Includes soapstone pencil.

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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MINNIE MOUSE TOPANGA | 619-00-100-054-11
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

MINNIE MOUSE PRANZO | 512-80-100-054-11
Insulated picnic cooler with service for one. Separate hot and cold compartments.
8-can capacity. Includes napkin, flatware, and salt and pepper shakers.
Made of polyester. 12” x 8” x 11”
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MINNIE MOUSE VISTA BLANKET | 821-00-207-051-11
Washable outdoor blanket that zips into a convenient carry tote. Has an adjustable strap
and an extra-large pocket on front of tote. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 12.8” x 16.5” x 2”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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MINNIE MOUSE BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-100-054-11
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap. Made of
polyester fleece with water-resistant underside. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”

MINNIE MOUSE PROMENADE PICNIC BASKET | 203-20-187-054-11
Willow and canvas construction with fully-lined interior.
Picnic service for two including shatter resistant drinkware.
14.75 x 11.4 x 13
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JACK SKELLINGTON PRANZO | 512-80-175-224-11
Insulated picnic cooler with service for one. Separate hot and cold compartments.
8-can capacity. Includes napkin, flatware, and salt and pepper shakers.
Made of polyester. 12” x 8” x 11”

JACK SKELLINGTON CIRCO | 854-00-505-223-11
Circular cheese/cutting board and four full-tang stainless steel cheese tools
with wooden handles. Made of rubberwood. 10.2” diameter x 1.6”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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STITCH PTX | 633-00-138-144-11
Insulated backpack cooler with 20-can capacity and water-resistant interior liner.
Features golf cart harness, five separate pockets, and a stretch cargo cord
for added storage. Made of polyester. 11” x 7” x 12.5”

STITCH 78 PTX | 633-00-138-134-11
Insulated backpack cooler with 20-can capacity and water-resistant interior liner.
Features golf cart harness, five separate pockets, and a stretch cargo cord
for added storage. Made of polyester. 11” x 7” x 12.5”
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STITCH 78 TOPANGA | 619-00-138-134-11
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

STITCH TOPANGA | 619-00-219-144-11
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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BEAUTY & THE BEAST MARBLE SERVING STONE
498-00-506-031-12
Made of White Marble and Acacia wood with rose gold colored silkscreen. The surface
can be used as a cutting board or serving tray, or use both sides of the board, one for
cutting and the other for serving. 14” x 10” x 0.75”

BEAUTY & THE BEAST DELIO - ACACIA | 833-00-512-033-12
Cutting board and cheese tools set. Features a chalkboard area. Includes one cheese knife,
three cheese markers, and one soapstone pencil. 15” x 10” x 0.8”
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OLAF TOPANGA | 619-00-138-064-12
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

FROZEN BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-138-094-12
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap.
Made of polyester fleece with water-resistant underside.
Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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EVIL QUEEN PTX | 633-00-175-154-12
Insulated backpack cooler with 20-can capacity and water-resistant interior liner.
Features golf cart harness, five separate pockets, and a stretch cargo cord
for added storage. Made of polyester. 11” x 7” x 12.5”

URSULA TOPANGA | 619-00-175-144-12
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

MALEFICENT BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-101-134-12
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap.
Made of polyester fleece with water-resistant underside.
Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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LITTLE MERMAID TOPANGA | 619-00-219-014-12
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

LITTLE MERMAID BEACHCOMBER | 802-00-014-12
Lightweight, portable beach mat. Fully-padded with adjustable reclining backrest.
Large zippered pocket and adjustable shoulder strap. Polyester with steel frame.
21.3” x 21.3” x 2.8” Fully unfolded: 63.8”
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LITTLE MERMAID ACACIA BRIE | 879-03-512-013-12
Circular cheese/cutting board and three stainless steel cheese tools
with wooden handles. Board swivels open to reveal tools. Made of acacia.
7.5” diameter x 1.2”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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LITTLE MERMAID SPORTS CHAIR | 809-00-991-014-12
Folding chair with fold-out side table, side pockets, and insulated drink holders. Features 19.5”
wide seat, detachable shoulder strap, and loop on backrest to secure umbrella. Made of aluminum
and polyester canvas. Weight capacity, 300 lbs. Chair: 19.5” x 13.5” x 7.5”/32” Table: 11” x 14.5”

LITTLE MERMAID PROMENADE PICNIC BASKET | 203-20-187-014-12
Willow and canvas construction with fully-lined interior.
Picnic service for two including shatter resistant drinkware.
14.75 x 11.4 x 13

LITTLE MERMAID BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-991-014-12
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap.
Made of polyester fleece with water-resistant underside.
Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”
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RATATOUILLE DELIO - ACACIA | 833-00-512-023-13
Cutting board and cheese tools set. Features a chalkboard area. Includes one cheese knife,
three cheese markers, and one soapstone pencil. 15” x 10” x 0.8”

RATATOUILLE SWISS | 850-00-505-023-13
Wedge-shaped, swivel-style cutting board with Swiss cheese inlay decoration,
and three stainless steel cheese tools. Made of rubberwood. 10” x 11.7” x 1.9”

RATATOUILLE BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-300-024-13
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap. Made of
polyester fleece with water-resistant underside. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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WALL-E TOPANGA | 619-00-175-084-13
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”
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TOY STORY ACACIA PIZZA PEEL | 891-00-512-043-13
Flat paddle with beveled edge, used to tansfer pizza in and out of oven.
Handle with round edges for comfort and steady grip.
Made of acacia. 22.3” x 13.8” x 0.5”

TOY STORY PIZZA PLANET PTX | 633-00-138-044-13
Insulated backpack cooler with 20-can capacity and water-resistant interior liner.
Features golf cart harness, five separate pockets, and a stretch cargo cord
for added storage. Made of polyester. 11” x 7” x 12.5”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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DARTH VADER™ COMIC TOPANGA | 619-00-175-174-14
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

STORMTROOPER™ TOPANGA | 619-00-175-024-14
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”
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STAR WARS™ TOPANGA | 619-00-190-104-14
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

DARTH VADER™ TOPANGA | 619-00-190-014-14
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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DARTH VADER™ GEO BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-175-204-14
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap. Made of
polyester fleece with water-resistant underside. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”

DARTH VADER™ COMIC BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-175-104-14
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap. Made of
polyester fleece with water-resistant underside. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”

DARTH VADER™ PRANZO | 512-80-175-014-14
Insulated picnic cooler with service for one. Separate hot and cold compartments.
8-can capacity. Includes napkin, flatware, and salt and pepper shakers.
Made of polyester. 12” x 8” x 11”
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STORMTROOPER™ PTX | 633-00-175-024-14
Insulated backpack cooler with 20-can capacity and water-resistant interior liner.
Features golf cart harness, five separate pockets, and a stretch cargo cord
for added storage. Made of polyester. 11” x 7” x 12.5”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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STAR WARS™ BOTTLE CADDY | 762-00-140-104-14
insulated Soft-sided cooler with removable padded divider, shoulder strap, and integrated retractable
bottle opener. Holds six bottles securely. Made of waxed cotton canvas. 9” x 5.5” x 6.8”

DEATH STAR™ POP UP BLANKET | 837-00-210-075-14
Lightweight polyester shell and fiberglass frame that springs open
in seconds. Water-resistant underside and convenient carry bag.
Open: 59” diameter Folded: 22” diameter

MILLENNIUM FALCON™ BLANKET IN A BAG | 824-00-214-145-14
Washable outdoor blanket that converts into a convenient carry tote. Has an adjustable strap
and an interior security pocket. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 12.8” x 16.5” x 2”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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STORMTROOPER™ ACACIA BRIE | 879-03-512-023-14
Circular cheese/cutting board and three stainless steel cheese tools
with wooden handles. Board swivels open to reveal tools. Made of acacia.
7.5” diameter x 1.2”

DARTH VADER™ ICON | 910-00-505-014-14
Rectangular glass top cheese/cutting board with removable serving tray top
and full-tang stainless steel knife stored in board for convenience.
Made of rubberwood with dark bamboo rim, and 11” x 8.5” tempered glass.
Full size: 15.2” x 10” x 0.8”

DEATH STAR™ CIRCO | 854-00-505-073-14
Circular cheese/cutting board and four full-tang stainless steel cheese tools
with wooden handles. Made of rubberwood. 10.2” diameter x 1.6”
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DARTH VADER™ BILLBOARD SERVING TRAY | 911-01-505-014-14
Glass top cutting board with removable serving tray top.
Made of bamboo and tempered glass.
17.5” x 9.75” x 1”

STAR WARS™ SCROLL BILLBOARD SERVING TRAY | 911-01-505-184-14
Glass top cutting board with removable serving tray top.
Made of bamboo and tempered glass.
17.5” x 9.75” x 1”

To see our full-line of products, visit picnictime.com
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LET US CREATE EXCLUSIVE CUSTOM DESIGNS FOR YOU.
These items are not available for purchase.

STITCH COLLECTION
We can provide customized fabric on a variety of products. MOQ required.

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS CONCEPT
We can provide customized fabric on a variety of products. MOQ required.

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS CONCEPT
FOR BLANKET TOTE
We can provide customized fabric on a variety of products. MOQ required.
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CUSTOMIZED CUTTING BOARDS AND SERVING TRAYS
We can provide any customized shape to fit your character. MOQ required.

FROZEN 2 COLLECTION
We can provide customized fabric on a variety of products. MOQ required.
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We know that spending quality time
with your loved ones is important and
shouldn’t be interrupted.
We believe that our products should
be strong, reliable, and should work
the way they were intended.
That’s why we are proud to offer The
BUILT TO LAST Lifetime Guarantee. If
any of our products fail to perform
as promised, we will repair or replace
your item without hassle and without
charge- FOR LIFE.
Just send an image of your damaged
product to customerservice@
picnictime.com and we will work
hard to get you back to enjoying your
quality time with friends and family.
To learn more go to
www.picnictime.com/builttolast

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE
FOR OUR OTHER LICENSES.
www.picnictime.com/product-category/officially-licensed

Picnic Time is also a proud licensee of NFL, MLB, NHL,
many Collegiate teams, and Coca-Cola.
We offer many licensed products from the brands you see above.
See all your favorite licensed products in our other 2020 Picnic Time Licensed catalogs.
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